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"With DIRAK on Site you can enter into 
an exchange with our experts about your 
challenges – in your company. You will also 
become familiar with new application possibilities 
and experience the advantages of our solutions.“
Rainer Niggemann, Sales Manager, Germany, Austria, Switzerland & BENELUX

The Whole DIRAK World  
comes to You…
DIRAK GmbH continuously offers new innovations and product solutions to increase your competitiveness.  
Stay up to date and organize a DIRAK on site with our support. Your DIRAK Sales Area Manager will be happy to come 
to your company to inform you and your employees about the latest application possibilities of our products.

01 Organization

   You arrange a date with our Sales Area Manager for DIRAK on Site 
at your company. 

   Let us know the timeframe and the location.

   Tell us in advance the number of participants and their areas of 
specialty. 

   Please note that the room must be on ground level or accessible  
via an elevator. 

   A video projector would be desirable.

You can arrange the topics and applications for DIRAK on site with the 
Sales Area Manager. We will be happy to support you in the planning 
by sending you an e-mail and providing you with a package to publicize 
the event in your company.

02 Implementation

Depending on the setup effort required, our employees will come one 
day in advance or in the morning of the event to set up the exhibits.

In addition to the product presentations, the Sales Area Managers will 
also be available on this day to answer questions related to the entire 
DIRAK range of products.

03 And now it's your turn!

  Arrange a date with your responsible DIRAK 
Sales Area Manager.


